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Hello!
This second edition is to give thanks and say welcome to our home. It has been so humbling to be
embraced by the Glenwood community as we have. Thanks are in order.
There are far too many people to mention but a few deserve very special mention: Our family – Mom,
Dad, Barbara – without your tireless efforts the parc. dream would not have been possible at all. The
hours, the laughter, the tears. What a journey!
Dad, or as you have become known, MacGuyver – you are our hero! Putting your own business matters
on the back burner for almost 5 weeks to ensure that we could get parc. up and running on time. Thank
you!
Mom, for being everybody’s “ra ra” girl, lunch lady and ear to bend. With nothing but love and kindness
you steered us towards the end goal. Thank you!
Barbara, our whizz. Your hours of work (ongoing) and uniquely practical mind kept us sane. All we had
to do is ask and it appeared. The after hours shop fitting after a full day of running your own business.
We are so blessed to have you in our family. Thank you.

come on over and parc.
Enjoy delicious coffee, a real milkshake or our
homestyle cordials while you work or play.
Breakfast and lunch is served all day long, just
because we know you love it!

Escape for a while. Our sanctuary in the city will
hopefully become a sanctuary for you too.
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the parc. family
Introducing the awesome parc. team members that have been hand picked by us to make your
experience at parc. an unforgettable one. You guys rock!
You helped us turn our space from a blank canvas into parc. It belongs to you as much as it belongs to
us. Thank you.

pastel’s heart beats @ parc.
Local graffiti artist, Pastel Heart, found inspiration in
parc. to create the art on our back wall. Working
without a stencil or tools apart from his spray cans
and creative point of view, our lady appeared,
mysterious and flaxen before our eyes.
Pastel tells us that he is currently working on a series
of line work portraits of which “Iris”, as we have come
to call her, is one of his favourite works to date.
Watch this space as we are in the process of
discussing a possible exhibition of his work at parc.
Find him at http://www.facebook.com/pastel.heart
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www.parc-cafe.co.za
The seasons are changing and so is our menu. In winter we
can look forward to gorgeous tropical fruit and Brassica like
cauliflower, cabbage, kale, brussel sprouts and broccoli. Keep
an eye on our website for seasonal menu changes, which will
be kept current.
Table reservations for six or more can be made by completing
the online form at http://www.parc-cafe.co.za/ or
telephonically on 031 205 7285.
At parc. you will also find high speed Wi-Fi absolutely free.
Perfect for a business meeting or for those who feel the cabin
fever of a small office.
Until next time ☺
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